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SUMMARY

Tuberculosis (TB) remains one of the world's deadliest communicable diseases. In the Western Pacific Region, annually, an estimated 1.6 million people develop TB and 110 000 die of this curable illness. The Region has made substantial progress in TB control reaching the Millennium Development Goals and other relevant global targets in advance of 2015. Despite this success, TB incidence is declining very slowly and a number of new challenges emerged. TB concentrates in hard-to-reach and vulnerable populations and the emergence of multidrug-resistant TB is yet to be controlled.

In October 2015, Member States of the WHO Western Pacific Region endorsed the Regional Framework for Action on Implementation of the End TB Strategy during the sixty-sixth session of the Regional Committee.

To discuss all above-mentioned issues, the Tenth National TB Programme Managers Meeting in the Western Pacific Region was held in Manila, Philippines from 1 to 4 March 2016. The objectives of the meeting were:

1. to review the progress of TB control and identify the challenges to strengthening TB control in the Region;
2. to discuss ways countries can adapt and implement the Regional Framework for Action to Implement the End TB Strategy in the Western Pacific Region; and
3. to discuss priority actions required at the regional and national levels to facilitate the implementation of the specific areas of the regional framework with a focus on promoting people-centred care, enhancing social protection and strengthening cross-country cooperation to address TB among migrants.

The meeting was a forum for participants to discuss ways to adapt and implement the regional framework to each country context. The meeting was attended by 34 participants from 15 countries and areas with diverse epidemiological settings (low to high burden). Also, four temporary advisers and 14 observers participated the meeting from different technical agencies.

With the exchange of country experiences and building enabling environment to pursue regional TB control as a common goal, the meeting established the main following recommendations for the Member States:

1. Member States should continue to adopt the End TB Strategy into their national policies, progressively pursue the goal and targets, and implement the priority actions elaborated in the Regional Framework for Action by engaging a wide range of governmental and nongovernmental stakeholders including private and public health-care providers.
2. Member States may consider proactively working within and outside the Ministry of Health to ensure and maintain sufficient financial flow to deliver essential public health functions for TB care and prevention as well as quality clinical TB services without incurring significant financial burden to the patients.
3. Member States may consider effectively utilizing legal and regulatory mechanisms to build bold supportive systems for TB care and prevention.
4. Member states may consider to employ the Health in All Policies (HiAP) approach to proactively engage relevant stakeholders including health authorities and policy-makers, at national and subnational level, to address the social determinants of TB and advance universal health coverage (UHC).
5. Member states should intensify actions in all four domains of people-centred care in line with
resolution WPR/RC58.R4 and the Regional Framework for Action and adapted to their national context.

6. Member States may consider means to improve current practices for inter-country information exchange for contact investigation and patient referral including improving communication within their country systems, defining standard operating procedures and piloting the WHO/European Respiratory Society web-based platform.

7. Member States may consider taking necessary steps to improve programmatic management of drug-resistant TB by adopting the proposed actions in the Regional Framework for Action with particular focus on addressing diagnostic, treatment gaps and low treatment success rate.

8. Member States are encouraged to promote and increase capacity for TB research in line with the Global Action Framework for TB Research and take advantages of funding and training opportunities.
1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Meeting organization

The Tenth National TB Programme (NTP) Managers Meeting in the Western Pacific Region was held from 1 to 4 March 2016 at the Conference Hall of the WHO Regional Office in Manila, Philippines.

1.2 Meeting objectives

The objectives of the meeting were:

1) to review the progress of TB control and identify the challenges in strengthening TB control in the Region;
2) to discuss ways countries can adapt and implement the Regional Framework for Action on Implementation of the End TB Strategy in the Western Pacific; and
3) to discuss priority actions required at the regional and national levels to facilitate the implementation of the specific areas of the regional framework with a focus on promoting people-centred care, enhancing social protection and strengthening cross-country cooperation to address TB among migrants.

2. PROCEEDINGS

2.1 Opening session

The meeting was opened with welcome remarks by Dr Shin Young-soo, WHO Regional Director for the Western Pacific, followed by the presentation of the meeting objectives by Dr Nobuyuki Nishikiori, Coordinator, Stop TB and Leprosy Elimination, World Health Organization Regional Office for the Western Pacific. The participants and observers introduced themselves, and office bearers were nominated.

2.1.1 The WHO End TB Strategy and an action framework towards TB elimination.

To end TB, it is important to make optimum use of current and new tools, pursue universal health coverage (UHC) and social protection, and tackle the question of social determinants. At the same time, new tools and approaches must be invented and put to use. The End TB Strategy has several new facets, including the need to adapt to local realities, and a greater emphasis on research needs. The challenges that remain are: the high number of missing drug-sensitive and drug-resistant cases; poor treatment outcomes, especially among drug-resistant cases; and insufficient focus on high-risk groups.

2.1.2 Regional Framework for Action on Implementation of the End TB Strategy in the Western Pacific

The world has achieved much in TB control. However, there are still residual difficulties and new challenges to be faced. These include: TB among high-risk and vulnerable populations; scaling up the response to drug-resistant TB; and building sustainable TB control systems while helping to strengthen the wider health system.
The End TB Strategy and its Regional Framework for Action have opened up a new era of TB control. This entails a shift from a vertical programme to “an essential health system competency”; people-centredness as a core principle; and cooperation and alignment of all countries for regional and global TB control.

2.1.3 The role of policy-makers to build strong national systems for TB control and elimination

Discussion of the role of policy-makers was preceded by presentations on the Asia Pacific TB Caucus and the TB elimination bill being enacted by the Congress of the Philippines.

2.2 UHC and social protection in the context of TB care

2.2.1 Financing TB care and control in the context of universal health coverage

Discussion under this sub-item first considered the situation in Indonesia, where total incidence reduction targets are used to make TB cost projections. The type of financing source that should be used for each component of the TB control programme was discussed, and the amounts needed from each source to implement it. The modelling of incidence and service targets and related costs, based on standard detection and treatment protocols, showed that donor contributions would no longer be needed in 2021 as TB is due to begin to decline.

It was recognized that analyses of macroeconomic impacts provide powerful funding arguments. Nonetheless, the projection of TB costs based on incidence reduction has proven inaccurate in the past; the immediate economic impact of TB diagnosis and treatment is more reliable when making the case for funding. On the other hand, incentives should be used to enhance the quality of care by using cure-related measurements of payment, while bearing in mind that the distribution of resources in Indonesia is not equitable.

2.2.2 Exploring financing options: country updates/experiences

The experiences of China and Viet Nam in exploring financing options were discussed. In China, five sets of systems and practices have been established: medical insurance with 100% population coverage; essential drugs; community health; public hospital management; and equal access to basic public health services. In Viet Nam, where TB financing relies mostly on external funding, additional funding is needed to implement the national strategic plan (NSP). There is also uncertainty about whether Global Fund (GF) money will be available beyond 2017. The Government plans to develop a comprehensive TB package covered by health insurance with zero co-payment for insured TB patients, and a mechanism to cover basic TB services for uninsured TB patients. The approach is not without its challenges, such as the danger of health insurance providing misleading incentives that cause unnecessary hospitalization, and neglect of directly observed treatment short course (DOTS) in the community.

It was emphasized that WHO worked with countries not because it sought to promote the use of health insurance in TB care but because health insurance itself is such a complex issue. There are many modalities to health financing. UHC promotes health financing, not health insurance. In Viet Nam, health insurance does not cover all expenses; first-line TB drugs are very expensive. Support is provided at the provincial level, and there is considerable nongovernmental organization (NGO) involvement.

Other possibilities include a mixed system such as the one used by Rwanda, where the Government is paying salaries and health insurance covers a proportion of care costs.
2.2.3 Monitoring financial burden of TB patients (patient cost study)

At each milestone of the End TB Strategy, there is a target of zero catastrophic costs. At present, costs are high, particularly for those with multidrug-resistant TB (MDR-TB) and people in low socioeconomic groups. Lost income accounts for the bulk of these costs. A good measurement approach is needed to monitor the progress towards the targets, along with baseline surveys. The next steps are the field testing of the generic protocol and instrument in 2016; the revision/finalization of the protocol in December 2016; and the conduct of surveys before 2020 in at least the 30 high-burden countries.

The discussion focussed on the need for WHO to support all the countries; the recruitment biases warranting complementary analysis for those countries where follow-up, operational research and qualitative research may be deficient; and the proportion of MDR-TB patients in the sample size. This latter topic is addressed in the protocol with respect to the need to inflate the size if MDR is studied specifically. There was also discussion of whether the study on catastrophic costs will follow the drug resistance survey (DRS) model in which assessment of drug resistance started with surveys before being established in the framework of continued surveillance.

2.3 Legal and regulatory framework to support TB care and control

2.3.1 Legal and regulatory framework to support public health / TB care and control

There was a presentation of legal and regulatory aspects of public health functions, including the UHC action framework, the International Health Regulations, the WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco Control, and the International Code of Marketing of Breast-milk Substitutes.

The importance of legal aspects in TB control were also emphasized. TB is an infectious disease which takes a heavy toll on public health. The TB programme requires authority and stewardship at different levels of government and coordinated actions by non-health sectors. Critical regulatory questions include quality of care, availability of quality assured medicines, social protection, and private sector engagement. The legal framework also is crucial to protecting TB control functions in countries under health system transition.

2.3.2 Comprehensive Tuberculosis Elimination Plan Act in the Philippines

The progress of the Comprehensive Tuberculosis Elimination Plan Act within the Congress of the Philippines was outlined. The bill proposes an integrated and comprehensive approach to health development. It expands efforts to eliminate TB as a public health problem by increasing investments for TB prevention, treatment and control, and adopting a multisectoral approach in responding to the disease.

2.3.3 National TB control systems: country updates/experiences

Representatives of Japan, New Zealand and Singapore outlined the legislative acts underpinning TB control in their respective countries. The discussion alluded to the fact that the International Labour Organization has listed TB as an occupational disease since 2010, which may help countries to initiate discussion of the legal aspects of TB. Mapping current TB-related laws and policies in the Region may prompt other countries to take further legislative initiatives. Political commitment is paramount, and a national and regional high-level meeting may be envisaged.

2.4 TB control among high-risk populations

2.4.1 Strategies to address TB among high-risk populations
The core issue is the cause of TB. Although the concept of prevention being the best cure still holds, other factors are now of equal importance. These are the upstream and downstream determinants of TB including the social determinants of health. The population-attributable fraction is significant. This adds the prevalence of the determinant in the population to the intrinsic strength of the causality relation between the factor and the risk of TB disease. TB is emblematic of the poverty/disease trap; poverty has to be addressed to make an impact on TB. A tentative framework for approaching risk groups has therefore been developed. The cornerstone of the framework is the situation assessment, which links the risk factors to the relevant interventions and presupposes the availability of data and analysts.

2.4.2 Evaluating active case-finding activities

The evaluation of active case-finding activities entails both quantitative evaluation to measure effectiveness, cost effectiveness, additionality, and other benefits, and qualitative evaluation that relies on the perceptions and experiences of the healthcare provider, participants, community and patients. The meeting considered the cascade of screening activities starting with people eligible for screening and ending with patients treated.

2.4.3 ScreenTB: an online tool for prioritization and strategy selection

ScreenTB is an online tool for risk-group prioritization and strategy selection. The tool was developed as part of the 2015 WHO guidance on operationalizing the Principles and recommendations for systematic screening for active TB (2013). The tool works through inputs, i.e. the parameters needed, and outputs, i.e. tables and graphs. Four inputs are required: risk group selection, reachability and acceptability, test accuracy and cost, and a defined set of algorithms. The outputs consist of an output table, the total yield, true vs false positives, cost per case, the number needed to screen, and cost vs yield. The tool is meant to serve only as an aid in prioritizing risk groups for screening and choosing screening algorithms.

2.4.4 Multisectoral approach to address social determinants: Health in all policies and whole-of-society approaches for health

The social determinants of health (SDH) are the conditions in which people are born, grow, live, work, and age, and the structural drivers of those conditions, such as the distribution of power, money and resources. SDH are mostly responsible for health inequities. Addressing SDH while working towards UHC will contribute to the improvement of health outcomes.

Health in All Policies (HiAP) is a tool that addresses the social determinants. The HiAP approach comprises six steps, namely: establish the need and priorities for HiAP; assess and engage other sectors; foster common understanding between sectors; identify supportive structures and processes; enhance community participation; and ensure monitoring, evaluation, reporting and accountability.

The role of TB programmes is to fortify the monitoring systems that provide disaggregated data to assess inequities; undertake advocacy to strengthen commitment to address SDH of TB; actively participate in national efforts to fight poverty and improve living conditions; and ensure that TB programmes foster equity in access and financial protection for the poor.

2.4.5 Country experiences: Addressing the needs of vulnerable populations

Country experiences in addressing the needs of vulnerable populations were presented. The presentation by Hong Kong SAR (China) took up the question of contacts and provided a five year outcome of close contacts of TB cases notified during one quarter. The focus was on TB early detection, treatment of latent TB infection (LTBI), the relative merits of Interferon Gamma Release (IGRA) and tuberculin skin testing (TST), the risk of isoniazid related hepatitis, and treatment completion.
The information from the Lao People's Democratic Republic showed the limitations of passive case-finding and described the case-finding approaches set forth in the NSP 2015-19, which consist of a mix of passive and active case-finding. There is good coverage by GeneXpert throughout the country. Intensified case-finding was conducted among contacts and prisoners.

The participant from Mongolia defined that country’s priority groups, namely TB contacts, prisoners, homeless people, pregnant women and selected clinical risk groups (people living with HIV (PLHIV), people with mental disorders). A cluster intervention study supported by WHO with enhanced cognitive interview (CI) (with home visits) detected two cases. Under a Health Ministry order, all pregnant women in Mongolia should be screened for TB: initially by questionnaire, then through referral for X-ray.

2.5 People-centred care

2.5.1 WHO’s strategy to promote people-centred care

2.5.2 People-centred TB care and prevention

The concept of people-centered care in overall health system was presented, and in particular a TB programme focusing on three domains: informed and empowered individuals, families and communities; competent and responsive health-care workers; and efficient and humane health-care organization.

2.5.3 Country experience

Japan and Australia outlined their experiences in TB care and prevention. Japan offers three levels of treatment support for TB patients: type A (OPD DOTS): DOT service at the outpatient department of the clinic/health centre for patients with high risk of default; type B (visiting DOTS): treatment support by visiting TB patients at home to ensure adherence; and type C (contacting DOTS): treatment support by contacting TB patients by phone, fax, email, etc.

Australia is moving towards the pre-elimination phase. To achieve this goal a well-trained and competent workforce is essential. The Australian Respiratory Council has completed its evaluation of the Australian TB Nursing Workforce. There is a national plan for a Framework for Nursing Education which may hold potential for a regional approach to articulating the role of nurses within TB programmes.

2.5.4 Group discussion: the four domains of action

The meeting broke into three discussion groups.

Group 1 discussed the topic of Empowered individuals, families and communities

Common themes

- Multidisciplinary approach including nurses, communities, families, peer counsellors and patients;
- Effecting behaviour change through communication and education using mass media, face-to-face interaction, social media and helplines, with feedback for health providers;
- The paradigm shift involved in taking patients from stigma to empowerment.

Examples

Patient-centred approach
- Informed decision-making in practice (Australia)
• Patient-focused clinical care and follow-up (Brunei Darussalam, China, and Hong Kong SAR (China))
• Multi-disciplinary patient care through a “DOTS conference” (Japan)
• Patients and family-centred services (Mongolia)
• Community-DOTS with community volunteers covering 80% of the territory (Cambodia)

Communication and education
• Education programmes for general and risk groups (Australia, Cambodia)
• Education and campaigning through mass media on World TB Day and at other events (Brunei Darussalam, Japan, China, and Hong Kong SAR (China))
• Information, Education and Communication (IEC) materials targeted at mobile activities; training on patient education for health-care workers (Cambodia)
• Health education to reduce stigma attached to TB (New Zealand)
• Involving patient groups in activity planning for TB and HIV infection (Lao People's Democratic Republic, Philippines)
• Innovative communication methods in addition to traditional face-to-face education; facilitated social media groups (China)
• Involving the Stop TB Partnership nongovernmental organization (NGO) in advocacy and education (Viet Nam)
• TB education in schools (Malaysia)

Group 2 discussed the topic of **Responsive health-care workers**

Common themes

• High-burden countries use standardized training materials, concentrating on technical content, which is updated when new polices are adopted;
• Case studies, conferences and analyses of surveillance data are used in low-burden countries to refresh knowledge;
• People-centered care approaches and integration of TB within other diseases are applied at varying levels.

Examples

• TB training manual describing DOTS, side effects and management for health-care workers. The health workers are trained in communication skills and patient—doctor relations (Hong Kong SAR (China))
• Mandatory training course for nurses using TB control guidelines (Republic of Korea)
• Training of volunteers as TB health workers in the community; on-site training during supervision (Cambodia)
• Comprehensive NTP guidelines include other sectors, TB training for laboratories and private clinics on contact investigation or screening; case discussion within groups of professionals; DOTS home based system with contact investigation; labs send results to health-care workers via smartphone (Brunei Darussalam)
• Training programmes for doctors by hospitals, local government, medical association, multidisciplinary training and research (Japan)
• Low incidence, hence capacity issues causing delays: curriculum for nursing, peer review and case reviews for sharing expertise; multidisciplinary team expertise is used, integrating TB recognition in the general medical training curriculum; use of videoconferences for discussing cases (New Zealand)
• Incentives for doctors to work in TB (China, Viet Nam)

Group 3 discussed the topic of **Efficient and humane health-care organizations and facilities, and supportive health-care systems**
Common themes

- Financial protection: many countries offer free or heavily subsidized TB services (transport subsidies, facilitated specimen transport);
- Accessibility: many countries are pushing TB diagnosis and care down to community levels; outreach DOT is also useful for hard-to-reach populations or patients with limited mobility;
- Feedback: while some TB support groups provide advocacy, more often the physicians, nurses, and social workers who care for the TB patients contribute feedback on TB care issues;
- Psychological support: developments are patchy and dependent on income, although there is recognition that counselling services and social support services are required for good TB care;
- Public health nurses who visit patients at home (home DOT).

Examples:

- Multisectoral approach: Australia and Hong Kong SAR (China) explained how social services and welfare departments are closely engaged in care for TB patients. There are extended clinic hours to cater for need of working TB patients.
- Patient-centredness/seeing the patient as an individual: New Zealand produces videos in which patients document how their lives are affected by the disease. These videos are used in teaching materials for medical and nursing students, and in-service staff training.
- Health literacy and patient partnership: since TB treatment is a lengthy process, it is important to invest time in educating and counselling patients on the disease, and the treatment, seeing patients as partners, not as a customers or statistics.
- Efficient referral systems between TB and HIV clinics and/or integrated care (Viet Nam)
- Multidisciplinary DOTS conference prior to patient discharge (Japan)
- E-health: One patient/one record (Malaysia)
- Moderated patient support groups via social media (China)

2.6 TB control among migrant populations: possible architecture of an international referral mechanism

2.6.1 TB control in the context of migration and health

The presentation pointed out significant barriers for migrants to access health care, including TB services. These groups were exposed to a wide diversity of risks. The common myths endure: that migrants are carriers of disease and a burden on the health system. In reality, 15% of migrants worldwide (35 million) are under 20 years old and most of them are healthy. For the time being, there is no research data on migrants and TB.

Key determinants of migrant TB are the volume of the travelling population and rates of travel, along with the efficiency and accessibility of travel. The need for a screening strategy at regional level is a significant challenge.

2.6.2 Mechanisms to facilitate international information exchange for referral and contact investigation

The meeting looked at the results of the 2011 consultation on migrant TB in low- and intermediate-burden countries which discussed the role of World Health Organization Regional Office for the Western Pacific in developing standard guidance on the question. The importance of the health of migrants was endorsed by World Health Assembly resolution 61.17 and enshrined in the Regional Framework for Action on Implementation of the End TB Strategy. The Regional Framework on TB and Migration in the Western Pacific has been published and distributed to all countries in the Region. Four components of this are crucial to implementing TB control within a migrant population:
monitoring migrant health; policy and legal frameworks; a migrant-sensitive health system; and a partnership network and multi-country framework.

Current mechanisms for information and referrals on TB cases vary among countries. There is no single standard. Either International Health Regulations (IHR) channels or direct NTP to NTP are used. Four scenarios for informing and referring TB patients were presented with their pros and cons, along with action proposed to improve practices. A European example of informing and referring via a web-based system was outlined for discussion.

2.6.3 The European Respiratory Council (ERS)-WHO e-Consilium: an example from Europe

The ERS-WHO e-Consilium provides a second opinion for difficult cases and full and standardized referral information. It is used for clinical and programme management purposes. The NTP manager is involved in all referrals. Countries in the Western Pacific Region are encouraged to use this platform if TB patients need to be referred to European countries.

Key points of discussion on referrals

- Cross-country referral is very important for both individual and public health, especially in the case of MDR-TB.
- Information channel: most countries are using the IHR, some countries are also using NTP-NTP direct communication.
  - A uniform process of communication/referral is needed
  - Communication between NTPs needs to be improved to keep information about the contact person and follow-up mechanism up to date.
  - Core information at the point of referral should be standardized.
- Continuity of care: important both to the patient’s needs and to public health, especially for MDR-TB cases. The communication/referral should not be among physicians only, but also between the sending and receiving country NTPs.
- Liability of TB patients: should be included in the infection control laws and regulations of each country as tracing patients can pose a challenge.
- A feedback mechanism is necessary and should be set up by the receiving country. The receiving country must have a strong domestic referral system to follow up/trace the patients.
- Regimen: the difference in treatment regimens between developed and developing countries poses challenges to continuous treatment. These include difficulties that arise with MDR-TB or with TB/HIV patients who have an individualized treatment regimen and complicated drug reactions.

2.7 Programmatic management of drug-resistant TB

2.7.1 Global and regional situation of drug-resistant TB

TB is still prevalent worldwide, with a high burden of MDR-TB. The WHO high burden list has been revised to include 30 countries post-2015. Many countries in the Region are on the high burden list. MDR-TB cases total 71000. With a 52% success rate, similar to the global level, treatment outcomes of MDR-TB remain problematic. The untreated rate is still high at 34%. Gaps in notification were highlighted. Only 19% of MDR-TB is being detected and reported, with 21% in new cases and 62% in retreated cases according to 2014 data, marking a 20% increase compared to the previous year’s 41% in the Region. Differing situations with respect to treatment outcomes in countries were discussed. Patient-centred services for MDR-TB need to be enhanced. For TB financing in countries in 2014, 89% was domestic and 11% from international sources. Challenges include inadequate diagnosis for drug resistant treatment due to insufficient funding, high out-of-pocket costs, human resource constraints and poor coordination. Some non-health system barriers such as geographical difficulties and stigma are also still common. The regional framework for drug-resistant TB recommends a three-tiered approach.
2.7.2 National Action Plan for Combating MDR-TB (United States of America)

The goal of the Plan is to strengthen both domestic and international responses to MDR-TB. It aims to accelerate basic and applied research and development to combat MDR-TB with a view to making an impact within three to five years. The Plan, launched in January 2016, provides for international partnerships with time-bound goals. Internationally, the Plan aims to help the top 10 high MDR-TB burden countries with low incomes. In connection with the WHO End TB Strategy, a set of outcomes have been prepared on improving access to high-quality, patient-centred diagnosis and treatment services, procurement of drugs and preventing transmission. The Plan also supports TB research in vaccination and innovation.

2.7.3 Antimicrobial resistance (AMR): a global agenda

Once considered miraculous, antimicrobial drugs are now failing. This is in part the result of inappropriate use, and in part due to the economics of medical research, which is not producing new drugs for newly emerged diseases. In the post-antibiotic era, poor surveillance and quality of drugs, human behaviour and medicinal factors are spreading AMR across different diseases, including TB. Although AMR is not on the Sustainable Development Goals agenda, the WHO global action plan was endorsed at the World Health Assembly on 27 May 2015, with support at presidential level from Member States. The Global Health Security Agenda-Antimicrobial Resistance (GHSA-AMR) action plan package is the global response to the growing threat of infectious disease. The burden of AMR is estimated to be higher in middle and high-income countries. In 2014, WHO released its AMR report. The global action plan is comprised of five objectives covering different sectors. Political commitments should be attuned to international cooperation in order to better understand the wider picture through shared data. Every country’s action affects its neighbours. The international agenda on AMR includes discussion at the G7 Summit and other high-level meetings. Some countries are including AMR in their national action plans. The development of action plans, including surveillance, is progressing. WHO is working on the issue in the Western Pacific Region.

2.7.4 Discussions

The US National Action Plan for Combating MDR-TB is in the programmatic phase, with some pilot studies under way in countries such as China. The feasibility and future plan for assistance to the top 10 MDR-TB burden countries will be updated. Prevention therapy for MDR-TB contacts should be considered. To treat a patient successfully, timely and concise diagnosis is crucial. Clear warnings about AMR could be affixed to antibiotic packages. TB drug resistance surveillance should be included in WHO reporting. AMR surveillance should be widened to the food, animal and agriculture sectors. Treatment adherence can be improved by simple steps, such as pharmacists explaining the basic facts. Social support from professionals and the family, backed up by better training, is needed to help the patient stay in treatment. However, a simpler and shorter regimen is also called for.

2.7.5 Introduction of new TB drugs / pharmacovigilance

Bedaquiline (BDQ) and Delamanid (DLM) were approved in 2012 and 2014, respectively; two new drugs in 40 years of combating TB. Although few countries have approved the drugs, a good number of patients have received them as part of the treatment regimen. The policy implementation package for the introduction of new TB drugs has six elements. WHO has released an interim guideline for BDQ and DLM. Five conditions are required in use of the drugs in terms of patient selection (the BDQ guideline will be revised in mid-2016). Documented patient-informed consent is necessary; a treatment regimen must be designed based on WHO recommendations on the two drugs; the treatment must be under close monitoring and active pharmacovigilance (a companion book is available for detailed information). Five steps for the introduction of BDQ were described, and an example from Viet Nam was discussed. Viet Nam, the Philippines, Papua New Guinea and Mongolia have already introduced BDQ in pilot sites with support from the Global Fund. Clarification was requested on
dose, frequency and body weight for DLM; the text in WHO guidelines differed from clinical protocol recommendations. Two doses have been clinically trialed and further clarification is needed.

2.7.6 Bedaquiline donation programme

The BDQ donation programme started in April 2015 for low-income countries facing MDR. It is a four-year programme with 30000 treatments for eligible patients, managed by the Global Drug Facility (GDF). Countries in the GF project are eligible along with others under the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) and Janssen agreement. Countries must follow WHO interim policy guidance on BDQ to apply for the donation. The application process and instructions are available on the GDF website. Technical assistance is available from USAID and GF. Thirty-two countries have placed orders so far and 3764 BDQ treatments have been ordered. Technical assistance for BDQ introduction is also available from various organizations working in the TB field.

The discussion highlighted the fact that BDQ resistance is, so far, not being reported. One reason for this is that there is no drug susceptibility testing for BDQ. No data on treatment failure is reported at the programmatic stage; factors causing failure can be various. Currently, eligible countries are those working with the GF, but countries will have to manage the transition when GF ceases funding. This factor needs to be considered in the donation programme. Pharmacovigilance data on BDQ across countries are still very limited. African countries have already started monitoring the isolates, which might be helpful in this area. The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation will have hands-on surveillance although this is much more connected to programmatic implementation than to research. DLM is available through GDF at US$ 1700 per course.

2.8 Intensified TB Research and innovation

2.8.1 Regional TB research network and research capacity-building

The meeting heard a presentation on research and research capacity-building, defining the former as a process that is essential to continuous improvement, and to building respect for evidence. The research agenda needs to be relevant to the context, identify problems and propose solutions. Methods such as courses and mentorship can be used in collaboration with partners. Australia’s Tuberculosis Centre of Research Excellence, for example, focuses on research, research training and research translation. There was also an introduction to the SORT IT course offered by The International Union against Tuberculosis and Lung Disease (The Union) that teaches the practical skills for conducting and publishing epidemiological and clinical operational research, as well as how to influence policy and practice; the course combines training and follow-up of interventions with pre-set milestones and targets over a period of one year.

2.8.2 National TB research coordination / networks

The meeting heard a presentation on research and innovation in China. In the past, the DOTS programme in China was implemented in the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) and then moved to hospitals. China is currently developing an innovative programme to improve the test-and-treat programme in both the CDC and the hospital systems based on lessons learnt in operational research. China is moving towards molecular diagnosis and rapid tests and exploiting new communication technologies like mobile phones. The optimization of comprehensive TB control includes the new test-and-treat approaches in a three-part system (CDC, hospitals and primary health-care centres). Catastrophic expenditures for patients are avoided through a government fund, health insurance and medical assistance. Clinical trials are undertaken to evaluate the new diagnostics arising from international and domestic developments, including automatic microscopy, and innovations in patient management. The China Tuberculosis Clinical Trial Consortium evaluates new drugs to improve the clinical research capacity of TB hospitals. Current research is for validation of Bedaquiline and Delamanid, the MDR short course, and intensified case finding.
There was a presentation of the Vietnam National TB Research network (VICTORY) which responds to Pillar three of the End TB Strategy and the Global Action Framework for TB Research. The NTP and partners have developed a national TB research network consisting of the NTP, related government agencies, civil society, local and international NGOs working on TB, and university researchers. They have planned research capacity enhancements with stable funding, and advocate for public, government, donor and industry support and funding of TB research.

In the ensuing discussion, it was noted that limited capacity at country level often requires external support and collaboration; that the Philippines NTP was involved in the Otsuka study on Delamanid that supported the NTP in its efforts to build capacity for laboratory standard operating procedures (SOP) benchmarking; and that operational research on childhood TB is being conducted in Singapore.

2.9 Parallel sessions

2.9.1 Childhood TB

In 2014, 358,521 TB cases in children were reported to WHO worldwide. This was 30% higher than the figure for 2013. In the Western Pacific Region, TB-endemic countries are estimated to account for more than 10% of the total TB cases, and low-burden countries 5%. Childhood TB estimations are necessary when tackling the neglect of childhood TB and the need for evidence-based advocacy, resulting in appropriate investment and funding allocations within competing health priorities. With respect to the risk of TB in terms of infection by age, children aged under 1 year ran the greatest risk of developing PTB as well as disseminated forms of TB. Diagnosis of EPTB disease is not as difficult as is often claimed. There are no WHO estimates of MDR-TB in children. In many countries, childhood TB is reported to child health departments rather than to the TB programme, resulting in significant under-reporting and huge gaps in surveillance. Clinical challenges are largely diagnostic, as reported in several studies. WHO guidelines for 2014 include recommendations to use Xpert for children. The diagnostic yield with Xpert is about 20%, and clinical diagnosis thus remains the predominant diagnostic method. A desk guide for diagnosis and treatment of childhood TB is being developed. There is an opportunity to enhance childhood TB treatment with the availability of fixed-dose combinations (FDC) for children, each costing US$ 15. WHO prequalification of child FDC is planned for early 2016. Among the currently available approaches, child contact of seropositive TB patients is crucial. There are barriers to preventive therapy due to the need for TST and chest X-rays. Long travel and waiting times, a lack of understanding of the rationale, misperceptions, and poor adherence are commonplace. It is important to secure the collaboration of paediatricians. The Childhood TB Taskforce was established in 2014 in the Western Pacific Region to strengthen political commitment and collaboration with other stakeholders, improved case detection and provide better treatment. Training is needed to translate policy into implementation. A training tool kit has been developed, and an on-line course is available in the website of The Union. The OR training course is also available through USAID funding.

It was noted that the TB Alliance had developed a syrup form of Isoniazid (INH) for preventive treatment. The new combination of Rifapentine and INH for 12 weeks as a preventive therapy might be a game-changer in the future. TST can be useful in detecting TB in sick children without a history of clear contact with infectious TB cases.

The Regional Childhood TB taskforce 2014/2015

The taskforce was established in 2014 in Viet Nam. In the past two years, funding restrictions limited the activities, which included information sharing and on-line training courses for health workers. In collaboration with the TB Alliance, a new FDC has been introduced in some countries with GF support. Six countries (Cambodia, China, Fiji, Lao People's Democratic Republic, Philippines, and Viet Nam) have developed action plans. Notification for 2014 varies from 2% in Cambodia to 0.1% in Viet Nam. Cambodia and Philippines significantly increased notification between 2013 and 2014.
Country experiences

Papua New Guinea

National guidelines on childhood TB have been revised. An IPT register has recently been developed. So far in 2016, 19 children under the age of five have been given IPT. Diagnosis and treatment of childhood TB cases are managed by paediatricians at paediatric hospitals and other clinicians at rural hospitals. Complicated cases are referred to higher-level hospitals. Adherence to treatment is low. BCG coverage remains above 60%. A child-friendly FDC will be introduced in Capital Region this year. A new childhood TB strengthening project is being funded by the Australian Government (June 2016-June 2017).

Mongolia

Childhood TB cases account for around 9% of all cases over the past 10 years. There were 421 cases aged below 14 were reported in 2015 (EPT 85% and PTB 15%). One hundred forty-nine children were placed on IPT in 2015. The National Strategy for TB Control (2016-2020) includes childhood TB. Collaboration with EPI in BCG and PHC providers is ongoing but lack of collaboration with MCH is one of the major challenges. No focused childhood TB action plan has been developed.

Cambodia

In Cambodia, a childhood TB burden as high as 20% was acknowledged and case detection was consequently improved, resulting in a significant rise in case notification. A new child-friendly formulation of FDC is being introduced. Guidelines are currently under revision, and health workers need more capacity development.

Discussion: Future directions and plan of activities in relation to the Task Force

Operational research in the field is necessary to further facilitate and strengthen childhood TB control activities. Financial support is also required. There is still insufficient understanding of childhood TB. Partnerships with other stakeholders (MCH, etc.) need to be stronger. There is no quick solution, but the TB programme needs a champion for childhood TB control. Some paediatricians take a negative attitude toward childhood TB, which has been neglected for many years. This is because TB control started with the DOTS Strategy focused on infectious TB cases in the interests of better public health. With the new strategy, there is a good opportunity for leverage in order to ramp up childhood TB to a higher level. The Regional Childhood TB Task Force should continue to facilitate this momentum.

2.9.2 Management of latent TB infection (LITB)

Members participating in the discussion: Brunei Darussalam, Viet Nam, Australia, Japan, Singapore, Republic of Korea, Cambodia.

LITB comes under Pillar one in the End TB Strategy which calls for active case finding (ACF) with respect to LITB. Currently contacts investigation is already conducted among people living with HIV (PLHIV) and childhood TB patients as they are the high-risk groups, but it could be expanded to other high-risk groups with no clear limitations to scale. WHO guidelines target high- and middle-income countries with low TB incidence (100 per 100 000 population). There are screening targets with strong recommendations for young children; these also apply in settings such as prisons, health centres and among PLHIV. The LTBI taskforce, established in 2015 for LTBI programmatic management, recommended core global and national indicators for Monitoring and Evaluation, identifying a strategy and promoting research.

The participants noted that contact investigation should include settings other than households where young children are often present. The definition of the risk population varies from country to country and this will have an important impact on the calculation as the denominator changes. Epidemiology
Data should be included in the analysis. Currently contact investigations for children aged over five, and those with close contact with people living with HIV, are being conducted in countries with a number of cases reported but this is not done proportionally. In the low incidence setting, little transmission risk is observed. For example, when screening among diabetes mellitus (DM) patients for TB, the proportion is very low. This is probably because DM is well controlled in high-income countries like Australia. The screening algorithm needs to be improved by taking all factors into account and thinking of options, such as whether or not two-time TST testing applies.

Data availability is a problem in almost all participating countries. In some countries, there is data on contact investigation, but no surveillance data is available and there is no systematic data logging. Moreover, data from the private sector is not easily accessible. The Republic of Korea has a well-developed mechanism with almost 100% coverage of contact investigation. Issues were raised including the shortage of test kits and drugs (not widely available in those countries with low incidence) and lack of monitoring of adherence to treatment. Progress has been noted in the shorter treatment regimen and with drugs other than Isoniazid with Rifampicin and Rifapentine.

Recommendations for solving the shortage of drugs could include using the GDF for drug supply. Contact investigation for MDR should be included (a study in Viet Nam on MDR contact prevention treatment with Levofloxacin has started recruitment).

2.9.3 TB laboratory strengthening

The action points on TB laboratory strengthening within the Regional Framework for Action were presented. A step-wise approach towards accreditation using available quality management systems (QMS) and supportive national and supranational reference laboratory networks was discussed at the November 2015 meeting in the Republic of Korea. The task of developing the QMS tool was assigned to WHO.

An on-line presentation from Adelaide, Australia described new and repurposed agents for TB treatment. This has implications for the drug susceptibility testing (DST) laboratory. While Rifampicin was introduced and used from the 1960s, BDQ and MLD are newly recommended. Ciprofloxacin is no longer recommended. Resistance was mediated through mutations primarily in gyrA and, to a lesser extent, in gyrB genes. Experiences of the use of BDQ, DLM, CFZ, and LNZ were shared. DST remains important for the use of all anti-TB drugs. Examples were discussed. For instance, it remains uncertain whether it is useful to maintain CFZ in an anti-TB drug regimen. National reference laboratories should flag their needs for support for new and repurposed anti-TB drugs.

There were discussions around the possibility of using mgit with available DST standard operating procedures for BDQ in the Philippines. Such a possibility exists but there is a need for complementary components for its implementation. The requirement for the pathologist to be present in the laboratory was raised, as were issues of non-medical registered personnel operating Gen-Xpert, which can be compromised in certain country contexts. A diagnostic desk for future laboratory support is to be further explored. It appears that the PMDT can decrease the workload of the National Reference Laboratories if a laboratory quality management system is in place, and quality improvement goes further.

If there is cross-resistance with BDQ and CFZ, a particular mutation can lead to resistance of the two. Low/high levels of Rifampicin resistance are related to dose prescription and clinical management. Hyper-susceptibility and the hotspot of gene mutation need further investigation and surveillance systems. DRS on the TB genotype and phenotype are critical; however, recently only phenotypic DST was on the research agenda. Specimen types for molecular testing reflect cost efficiency for diagnosis, although specimens such as stools can be used for Gene-Xpert. A national algorithm is necessary for laboratory reference. Capacity in sequencing, molecular and phenotypic testing is continually sought. Leadership and capacity building with good data management systems along with technology support are key requirements for TB prevention and control.
2.9.4 Surveillance

The meeting heard a presentation on the definitions and purposes of surveillance and standards and benchmarks (S&B) definitions, and on the draft checklist on minimal requirements for TB surveillance. Surveillance relies on systems work management, programme monitoring or population monitoring, and analysis is only as good as the data entered.

During the discussion, participating countries examined varying practices relating to TB information systems. One such is the unique patient identifier (New Zealand, United States) that allows connections between several different databases such as laboratory or vital registration for capturing and supplementing information on a notified case, and automatic notification of TB cases (Brunei Darussalam and New Zealand). There was a lively discussion on the content and use of the surveillance checklist that could be shared with the task force. A number of issues were raised, including the following:

• Benchmarking the percentage of childhood TB within the total number of TB cases (Viet Nam).
• Purpose of surveillance, either assessing the surveillance system itself or the programme performance in diagnosis, notification, reporting, the NTP capacity to capture all cases etc.
• Definition of the administrative area coverage. Either urban or rural (China), involvement of the private sector, interest in/possibility to compare laboratory and registration data for identifying primary defaulters, unique patient identifier.
• Best entry point of the patient in the system: Using lab-confirmed cases versus clinically diagnosed TB patients, or presumptive TB patients versus TB confirmed cases.
• Health centre workers may not understand the usefulness of collecting data down to the more peripheral reporting unit, implying a need for local feedback on the use of collected data.
• Checklist content could include treatment outcomes, as a proxy for the performance level of the programme. Other programmatic outcomes can be extracted from analysing the data (New Zealand).
• Data quality is a primary requirement.
• The need to minimize the requirements for a surveillance system while acknowledging that programmes may require more information such as variables on HIV co-infection, risk factors etc.
• The set of required data can be more easily adjusted with computerized data; data can be customized for different uses.
• Normalization with other health information systems is recommended but TB surveillance requirements may differ.
• TB surveillance in the context of integrated digital platforms (risk of compromising TB surveillance); advocates of electronic systems may not be familiar with TB surveillance.
• There is an interest in real-time analysis (China).
• There is a need to link clinical management data to public health use (Hong Kong SAR (China)), involve users in the elaboration of the data system; communication is vital between the clinical side and public health actors, as is specifying the minimum required information and solving problems in sharing data between different systems.

Regional framework recommendations and proposed actions were presented: Ensure that mandatory notification for TB is in place, as part of national notifiable diseases, and enforced in practice.

• Conduct an assessment of the TB surveillance system using WHO’s Standards and benchmarks for tuberculosis surveillance and vital registration systems to progressively improve the surveillance system.
• Assess the completeness and reliability of the TB surveillance system. Where applicable, link to relevant information systems including the national health information system and inter-country notification systems.
• Introduce or expand an electronic, case-based recording and reporting system. Assess the utility of existing systems and address gaps identified.
2.10 UHC and social protection in the context of TB care

2.10.1 Enhancing social protection to improve TB care

The global commitment to the elimination of poverty and to end TB by 2030 is enshrined in the Sustainable Development Goals. In this respect, social protection floors are designed to achieve Universal Health Coverage (UHC) and income support to all in need. Furthermore, the three End TB Strategy pillars comprise interventions aimed at achieving the same impacts with direct effects in Pillar two. UHC and social protection are pertinent platforms from which to address the income losses from TB-related costs. The Essentials to help guide implementation of the End TB strategy will provide guidance to the countries on how to implement the strategy. In this regard, the World Health Organization Regional Office for the Western Pacific End TB regional framework on TB and social protection is fully consistent with global messages. Surveys are very important in assessing the baseline situation and in monitoring progress toward the global target of zero catastrophic costs. A WHO guidance framework for effective TB patient social protection is being developed. Examples of social security approaches and challenges therein are provided, based on the various stages and models, with suggestions as to what should be done next. The next steps of WHO’s actions to move forward with TB social protection in the context of the End TB strategy were presented.

The discussion was an opportunity to take stock of the many challenges faced by the countries to pursue equitable social protection, especially the issues of sustainability, competing needs, the targeting approach of the Global Fund as opposed to the need for universality, and the lack of funding. Strong arguments should be used to make the case for TB social protection.

2.10.2 Country experience

Cambodia and Republic of Korea presented their respective experiences in TB social protection. Social security schemes in Cambodia consist of limited health insurance; the Social Security Fund, covering formal employees in Phnom Penh, and the Health Equity Fund (HEF) covering poor populations. Some HEF sites have started support to TB patients, mainly for travel expenses to health facilities and food and allowances for patients and family members during hospital stays. In the Republic of Korea, TB medical care is free of charge with 100% health insurance coverage. Economically vulnerable patients are supported by a subsidy for living expenses.

3. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

3.1 Conclusions

All countries reaffirm the relevance and importance of the vision, goals and strategies of the End TB Strategy (WHA67.1) and actions in the Regional Framework for Action on Implementation of the End TB Strategy in the Western Pacific 2016–2020 (WPR/RC66.R3).

High-level political commitment and substantial efforts are needed to implement the regional framework particularly strengthening government stewardship and multisectoral engagement stipulated under pillar two.

UHC and social protection in the context of TB care

The global thrust towards universal health coverage (UHC) presents great opportunities to advance TB prevention and care. In the context of UHC, some countries are undertaking health reforms that will impact the structure and financial flow for TB care. It is critical for National TB
Programmes (NTPs) to be proactive in seeking means to improve the efficiency and coherence of TB services by analysing essential core functions for TB prevention and care, options for service providers, funding sources and financial flows and mechanisms. The End TB Strategy has set an ambitious target of “no affected families facing catastrophic costs due to TB” by 2020. WHO is supporting countries to conduct a standardized patient cost survey to assess the baseline situation against the global target. Social protection is critical to improve TB prevention and care. WHO is developing a guidance document for effective social protection of TB patients.

**Legal and regulatory framework to support TB care and prevention**

Legal and regulatory approaches are important means to build bold national TB policies and supportive systems as envisioned in the End TB Strategy. Experience sharing and comparative analysis are informative as countries frame their approaches to TB prevention and care by combining various laws and regulations according to specific their national context and needs. Laws can also be used to strengthen multisectoral collaboration for TB service provision, i.e. a whole-of-government approach.

**TB among high-risk populations**

TB programmes are increasing their efforts to identify TB among vulnerable and high-risk populations such as people living with HIV, prisoners, contacts, young children, older people, diabetes patients, migrants and health-care workers. The data generated through TB screening activities should be systematically analysed for efficient and cost-effective case finding. WHO has developed ScreenTB, a web-based tool to assist countries with risk-group prioritization and cost effective planning for TB screening activities.

The TB epidemic is driven by social determinants. Addressing social determinants and the vulnerability of populations will reduce TB in these populations and contribute to public health and greater equity in health. NTPs are in a good position to promote a whole-of-society approach, namely Health in all Policies (HiAP), and provide concrete evidence on the impact of such an approach.

**People-centred care**

TB prevention and care should be delivered and managed in such a way that people receive a continuum of holistic, preventive, diagnostic and treatment/care services, including palliative care, according to their needs and expectations, coordinated across the different levels and sites of care within and beyond the health sector. Supportive treatment supervision, or directly observed treatment (DOT), remains a critical means to organize and ensure patient support. TB programmes increasingly use people-centred care approaches to improve quality of care, address inequity and eliminate the financial burden faced by TB patients and their families.

**TB among migrant population**

TB prevention and care among migrant populations (both internal and cross-border migrants) must respond to the specific needs of these populations in line with WHO's **Tuberculosis Control in Migrant Populations Guiding Principles and Proposed Actions** (2016). Effective inter-country coordination is essential for NTPs to ensure appropriate steps for public health (e.g. contact investigation) as well as providing continuity of care after referral especially for patients with multidrug and extensively drug-resistant TB (M/XDR-TB).
There are various ongoing practices for inter-country information exchange for both contact investigations and patient referral; they might require further improvement such as defining essential core information, safeguarding patient data privacy, ensuring and reporting successful arrival of patients in receiving facilities. A web-based platform developed by WHO and the European Respiratory Society can be used to address inter-country referral and information sharing.

**Programmatic management of drug-resistant TB**

Drug-resistant TB poses a major threat in the Region. The Region has made notable progress as the number of multidrug-resistant TB (MDR-TB) cases diagnosed has been increasing in recent years and the ratio of enrolled to notified MDR/rifampicin resistant TB (RR-TB) has also increased from 57% in 2012 to 66% in 2014. However, gaps exist in some countries for diagnosis and successful enrollment and retention in care. The treatment success rate remains low and virtually unchanged over the last five years. Bottlenecks remain in terms of effective service delivery, patient information and support supervised treatment and engagement of communities.

New anti-TB drugs to treat drug-resistant (TB) patients are available through various international mechanism, however the uptake is slow.

**Intensified TB Research and innovation**

Several countries in the Region are taking important steps to establish national research networks, identify TB research priorities and develop national research plans. Several initiatives exist to promote and implement operational and clinical research activities that will contribute to inform policy changes and global knowledge. Critical gaps remain in operational research capacity of national programmes and in-country partners, for which capacity-building opportunities are being offered through international partnerships.

**Childhood TB**

TB in children in high-burden countries is increasingly recognized as being underdiagnosed and/or underreported. Collaboration with other public health programmes, particularly maternal and child health, nutrition and immunization services, as well as professional societies remains weak.

**Management of latent TB infection**

Management of latent TB infection (LTBI) represents a newly introduced component in the *End TB Strategy*. Although WHO’s guidelines on LTBI primarily target countries with a low disease burden, progressive expansion and acceleration of work on LTBI is essential to achieve the ambitious global target on incidence reduction. Inter-country exchange is highly informative as many intermediate and low-burden countries have a wealth of experience in LTBI management.

The coverage of LTBI treatment among people living with HIV and child contacts is still limited especially in high-burden countries despite universal recommendations for these particular high-risk groups.

**TB laboratory strengthening**

Laboratories in high-burden countries are increasingly using all existing diagnostics to contribute
to early case finding and diagnosis of MDR-TB and they are actively adopting internal and external quality management approaches.

**Surveillance**

TB surveillance remains a key public health function. Improvements to the surveillance system enable more analyses and insights into the level of burden, progression and nature of TB. Effective surveillance relies on effective information systems, strong legal and societal frameworks, and adequate diagnostic capacity.

**3.2 Recommendations**

Recommendations derived from all group works were combined and reviewed in a plenary session at the end of the workshop. Based on this consensus, the following priority action areas were identified.

**3.2.1 Recommendations for Member States**

1. Member States should continue to adopt the *End TB Strategy* into their national policies, progressively pursue the goal and targets, and implement the priority actions elaborated in the regional framework by engaging a wide range of governmental and nongovernmental stakeholders including private and public health-care providers.
2. Member States may consider proactively working within and outside the Ministry of Health to ensure sufficient financial flow to deliver essential public health functions for TB prevention and care as well as quality clinical TB services without patients incurring significant financial burden.
3. Member States may consider using legal and regulatory mechanisms to build bold supportive systems for TB prevention and care.
4. Member States should include systematic screening for active TB according to the principles and recommendations in WHO’s guidelines (2013) and the operational guide (2015).
5. Member states may consider employing the health in all policies (HiAP) approach to proactively engage stakeholders including health authorities and policy-makers, at national and subnational levels, to address the social determinants of TB and advance UHC.
6. Member States should intensify actions in all four domains of people-centred care, i.e. informed and empowered individuals, families and communities; competent and responsive health-care workers; efficient, safe and humane health-care organizations (facilities); and supportive health systems—and in line with resolution WPR/RC58.R4 and the regional framework and adapted to their national context.
7. Member States may consider means to improve practices for inter-country information exchange for contact investigation and patient referral including improving communication within their country systems, defining standard operating procedures and piloting the WHO and the European Respiratory Society web-based platform.
8. Member States may consider taking necessary steps to improve the programmatic management of drug-resistant TB by adopting the proposed actions in the regional framework focusing on addressing diagnostic, treatment gaps and low treatment success rate.
9. National TB programmes are encouraged to proactively contribute to national policy development and implementation to address antimicrobial resistance (AMR) by advocating the inclusion of drug-resistant TB high on the agenda.
10. Member States are encouraged to promote and increase capacity for TB research in line with the *Global Action Framework for TB Research* and take advantage of funding and training opportunities.
11. Member States are urged to strengthen recording, reporting and data analysis of TB in children.
12. Member States are urged to strengthen the links with the child health sector e.g. through collaborative engagement in hospital and community settings, engagement of professional societies.
13. Member States may consider progressively expanding the LTBI management with careful assessment of cost, effectiveness, efficiency, risks and benefit in each health system context.
14. Member States should complete the WHO standards and benchmarks exercise for surveillance systems and implement an investment plan for any gaps identified.

3.2.2 Recommendations for WHO

1. WHO is requested to continue to promote the End TB Strategy and support Member States to implement the regional framework.

2. WHO is requested to finalize an analytical framework to support Member States on sustainable financing for TB care and prevention as well as a guidance document on effective social protection for TB patients.

3. WHO is requested to increase its support to Member States in strengthening legal and regulatory systems to support TB care and prevention in collaboration with relevant technical divisions within the Organization.

4. WHO is requested to document and disseminate good practices in people-centered TB care and prevention to guide TB programmes.

5. WHO is requested to continue to promote the End TB Strategy and support Member States to implement the regional framework.

6. WHO is requested to continue to manage the Regional Green Light Committee (rGLC) mechanism as the secretariat to provide necessary guidance and technical assistance to countries to strengthen PMDT and planning to introduce new drugs in coordination with partners.

7. WHO is requested to explore and disseminate opportunities to build country capacity in operational research.

8. WHO is requested to pro-actively monitor efforts in countries to address childhood TB and provide technical assistance to solve bottlenecks.

9. WHO is requested to organize a second regional meeting on childhood TB to further unite stakeholders, raise awareness and mobilize resources.

10. WHO is requested to finalize the global monitoring framework for LTBI management with due consideration of the feasibility and burden of data collection associated with proposed indicators.

11. WHO is requested to advocate increased resources for the implementation of laboratory quality management systems (QMS) and to further harmonize QMS tools.

12. WHO is requested to assist with epidemiological assessments including assessments of surveillance capacity as needed.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Presentation/Subject/Activity</th>
<th>Presenter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
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<td>08:00 – 08:30</td>
<td>Registration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td></td>
</tr>
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<td></td>
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<td></td>
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<td></td>
<td>• Meeting objectives</td>
<td></td>
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<td></td>
</tr>
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<td></td>
</tr>
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<td>• Administrative announcements</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td></td>
</tr>
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</tr>
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<td>Regional Framework for Action on Implementation of the End TB Strategy</td>
<td>N Nishikiori</td>
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<td></td>
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<td>Hon. Angelina Tan</td>
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<td></td>
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</tr>
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Session 2: UHC and social protection in the context of TB care (1)
Chair: Ms Cindy Toms
Vice Chair: Ms Liu Yuhong

13:00 – 13:20 Financing TB care and control in the context of universal health coverage
D Collins

13:20 – 13:40 Exploring financing options: country updates/experiences (5 minutes each)
China, Viet Nam, Republic of Korea
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14:00 – 14:20 Monitoring financial burden of TB patients (patient cost study)
K Lönnroth
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Session 3: Legal and regulatory framework to support TB care and control
Chair: Ms Cindy Toms
Vice Chair: Dr Zhao Yanlin

15:00 – 15:30 Legal and regulatory framework to support public health / TB care and control
N Nishikiori / WPR PH Law Programme

15:30 – 15:50 Comprehensive TB Elimination Plan Act in the Philippines
C Garfin

15:50 – 16:20 National TB control systems: country updates/experiences
Japan, New Zealand, Singapore

16:20 – 17:00 Discussion

17:30 Reception
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Session 4: TB control among high risk populations
Chair: Dr Rafidah binti Baharudin
Vice Chair: Dr Cynthia Chee Bin Eng

08:30 – 08:50 Strategies to address TB among high risk populations
K Lönnroth

08:50 – 09:10 Evaluating active case finding activities / ScreenTB: an online tool for prioritization and strategy selection
F Morishita

09:10 – 09:30 Multi-sector approach to address social determinants: Health in all policies and whole-societal approaches for health
S Ahmadova

09:30 – 10:00 Country experiences: Addressing the need of vulnerable populations
Hong Kong (China), Lao PDR, Mongolia
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Chair: Mrs Hajah Rafizah bte Haji Abdul Hamid
Vice Chair: Mr Cecil Grant Storey
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*R Baghirov*
10:45 – 11:00  People-centred TB care and prevention  
*C Hennig*
11:00 – 11:20  Country experience  
*Japan, Australia*
11:20 – 12:00  Group discussion: the four domains of action (1st Round)  
*Facilitators*
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**Session 5: people-centred care (continued)**
13:00 – 14:00  Group discussion continued (2nd and 3rd Rounds)  
*Facilitators*
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15:00 – 15:30  Coffee / tea break
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15:30 – 15:50  TB control in the context of migration and health  
*P Douglas*
15:50 – 16:20  Mechanisms to facilitate international information exchange for referral and contact investigation  
*N Nishikiori*  
(The ERS/WHO consilium: an example from Europe)  
*(P de Colombani via Skype)*
16:20 – 16:40  Discussants  
*Brunei Darussalam, Malaysia, New Zealand,*
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---
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08:30 – 09:00  Global and regional situation of drug resistant TB  
*S Ahmadova*
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*A Bloom*
09:10 – 09:30  Anti-microbial resistance (AMR): a global agenda  
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S Ahmadova
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A Golubkov
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11:00 – 11:20  Regional TB research network and research capacity building  
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11:20 – 11:40  National TB research coordination / networks  
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13:00 – 14:30  Stream 1: Childhood TB  
S Graham/ C Hennig

Stream 2: Management of latent TB infection  
N Nishikiori

Stream 3: TB laboratory strengthening  
T Shinnick /
S Ahmadova
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**Parallel sessions (continued)**

15:00 – 17:00  Stream 1: Childhood TB (continued)  
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T Hiatt / N Nishikiori

---
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USAID